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Editorial
On behalf of the Assamese Association of
Australia (ACT & NSW), the editorial
board
members
acknowledge
the
Traditional
Custodians
of
country
throughout Australia and their connections
to land, sea and community. We pay our
respect to their Ancestors and Elders, past
and present and extend that respect to all
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples today. Assam Association of
Australia (ACT & NSW) is committed to
honouring Australian Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples’ unique
cultural and spiritual relationships to the
land, waters and seas and their rich
contribution to society.
There is a strong connection between the
Assamese culture and the culture of native
Australians; as both cultures are based on
nature. We are nature loving people
similar to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples.
Assamese traditional Bihu musical
instruments like Dhol, Bihutal, Mohar
singor pepa, Gogona, Sutoli, Toka etc. are
played to mimic sounds of nature. The
sound of Dhol relates to the sound of
thunder, Bihutal gives the feeling of
lightning, Gogona mimics the sound of
frogs. When we hear the sound of these
instruments
our
body
vibrates
spontaneously and these feelings are
nicely expressed by Shrutidhara in her
article in this edition of Gogona.
Similarly, the Australian Aboriginal people
have three main musical instruments - the
didjeridu, the bullroarer, and the gum-leaf.
Most well known is the didjeridu, and most
of the vocalisations are related to sounds
emitted by Australian animals, such as
dingo or the kookaburra.
Time to time, nature challenges us as well.
Our generation will always remember the
havoc created by the outbreak of
coronavirus
called
SARS-CoV-2.
However, we have defeated this
challenging period together and are ready
for a new beginning as shown in the cover

page picture. The picture depicted that we
together not only ruptured the coronavirus
but also came out as a new generation
with more creative power and intelligence.
Let’s all celebrate for a new beginning by
celebrating our traditional Bihu.
However, it is worth mentioning that the
coronavirus pandemic has done various
irreversible losses to our lives. We have
lost many distinguished personnel, family
members, and friends during this period.
Many of those may be directly or indirectly
related to the current pandemic. On behalf
of the Gogona editorial board members
and the AAA committee, our heart goes to
all the families. Please accept our deepest
sympathies. We want to let you know that
our thoughts are with you and your family.
May the soul of your beloved one be at
peace. Although it is not within the scope
of Gogona to write contributions of each
individual, we tried to include few
memories in this edition.
Even if we consider that we have
overcome the pandemic, we are still
suffering from post-pandemic syndrome.
One of the most significant is the mental
health issue. With all focus on physical
survival, mental health was put on the
back burner. However, concerns started
building up rapidly. Considering the
situation, Dr Manoj Baruah has put
together some critical aspects about
mental health issues, we hope our readers
will be benefited by reading this article.
We also tried to put together some
beautiful stories, poems, lessons learnt
from pandemic, our achievements, kids’
creativities, planning about life and many
more. On behalf of Gogona editorial board
we are sincerely thankful to all authors,
without your contributions it would not
have been possible.
NB: For the benefit of all readers, I have written this
only in English and I believe language should not be
a barrier, rather it is a media of expression only.
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Editorial board members:

Manab Sharma
(Editor-in-chief)

Snigdha Choudhury (Luki)

Pallabi
Hazarika

Seema
Talukdar

Manoj
Baruah

Editor's Acknowldegement
I am thankful to my friends and family members; without their support, it would not have
been possible to compile this edition of Gogona. My special thanks goes to my family
members back in India, who helped me tirelessly, Phillobari Moinaparijat of Dibrugarh for
allowing me to use their kids' bihu photos.

Audio track
This time we took a challenge to publish an audio track of "Gogona". There are a lot of
scopes to improve the quality of this publication. However, the preset audio track would not
have been possible to compile without the help of Krish Mathur, Avaneesh Sharma, Pragnya
Gupta, Radhika Kalita, Nayanmoni Baruah, Prajna Gupta and many more.

Cover page
Bihu photos - Phillobari Moinaparijat, Tinsukia
Craft picture - Kabita
"COVID-Obliterate" painting - Manab Sharma
Other photo sources - previous Gogona, and from the lense of Amar
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Vishnu Pratim Goswami

Rare Animals found in Assam
Pygmy Hog - An endangered species of small wild pig family, the smallest and rarest Pig, it
was found in India, Nepal and Bhutan but slowly with time they are now confined only to Assam
with a population of around 250.Best place to see them-Manas National Park.
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Bihu – A Celebration of Culture
It commences with Bohag/Rongali Bihu
held in the Assamese month of Bohag
(April) which marks the beginning of the
Assamese New Year. There are two other
Bihu occasions that create a complete
annual cycle of this festival (Barua, 2009).
Kati/Kongali bihu is celebrated in the
month of Kati (period from mid-October to
early November)
and marks the
completion of sowing and plantation of
paddy. The third one is known as
Magh/Bhogali Bihu, held in the month of
Magh (about mid January) and marks the
successful harvesting of crops.
The celebration of Bohag bihu is
characterised by merriness, celebration,
and consumption of distinctive food items.
It is the most popular Bihu celebrated to
welcome the Assamese New Year and the
eve of spring. This time of the year is
celebrated in several states of India, just
under different names and in different
ways. It is celebrated in Bengal, Manipur,
Nepal, Orissa, Punjab, Kerala, and Tamil
Nadu, though called by different names
like Pongal in South India and Baisakhi in
North India etc. The celebrations
associated with the festival almost
continue for the whole month of April.
The most fascinating folklore associated
with Bohag Bihu is the mythical story of
Bordoisila. Bordoisila was believed to be
the primeval daughter of Assam married to
a groom from a distant land. She visits her
maternal home once every year during
spring. As per the legend, she is very
impatient to meet her mother and, in her
haste, destroys everything that comes in
her path. The destructive hurry of the
visiting daughter is a metaphor that
suggests the wild wind that eventually
brings the rainy season known as
monsoon. The word ‘Rongali’ is derived
from ‘rong’ which means colour and
happiness. It marks the beginning of
Spring season when nature adores itself
beautifully with flowers and blossoms,
adding to the happiness of the festival.

Parul Saikia

Bohag Bihu is generally celebrated from
14 April till 20 April. This festival continues
for seven days and is known by different
names for each day. The seven days of
Rongali Bihu are: ‘Sot Bihu, Goru Bihu,
Manuh Bihu, Kutumb Bihu, Senehi Bihu,
Mela Bihu and Sera Bihu’. On the eve of
bihu, women generally clean the house,
clothes, then they prepare the Bihu
delicacies like ‘Sira, pitha, Ghila pitha’ etc.
while the men folk are tasked with
collecting necessary items such as ‘Tora
Pogha’ for the cow and vegetables such
as turmeric, brinjal etc. for celebrating the
next few days of Bihu.
The first day of Sot Bihu is also called Bali
Hussori. This phase begins on the second
day of the month of Sot and lasts till
Uruka. This is followed by Goru bihu
where worshipping of cows is the major
ritual. Cows are taken for a wash in the
river in the morning where chants are
made for the growth and health of the
cows. In the evening, they are worshipped
by offering pithas with the owners chasing
away the flies by waving leaves of
Makhiloti while the cows eat and tied with
new ropes called Tora Pogha. Then
comes Manuh bihu where people adorn
new clothes and exchange gifts. Prayers
are offered in each household and young
people pay respect to the elders.
Kutumb bihu is when people visit their
families, relatives and friends and have
lunch or dinner together. On Mela bihu
(mela symbolises fairs), cultural events
and competitions are held on outdoor
grounds. These melas foster an
atmosphere of communal brotherhood and
inclusivity. In Senehi bihu, local young
men and women get together in the open
field and perform bihu dance together.
Sera Bihu is also called Bohagi Bidai
which marks the closure of the bihu
festivities until the next year.
In different regions of Assam people may
celebrate this festival with minor variations
but the underlying theme is celebrating the
5
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togetherness and being hopeful of a
brighter future. Bohag Bihu fosters rich
cultural values in young and old people
and the society as a whole. It is not only
enjoyment but also has cultural, religion
and moral aspect, which are very
important factors in the upliftment of the
community.
The folk dance of Bihu indicates various
cultural evidence of the Assamese society.
People dance to the rhythms produced
through the musical instruments like Dhol,
Pepa, Toka, Gogona, Bahi etc. The best
part is that Assamese community
celebrates Bihu irrespective of their caste,
creed and religion, which strengthens the
bond among the people. Bihu songs and
dances symbolise representation of love
and sign of unity. People from different
communities come together and celebrate
their oneness. It is the season of love and
the celebration of cultural richness of
Assam. Respect for elders is also one of

Gogona
the reflections of moral values amongst
the young community.
Bihu also acts as a cultural, moral and
religious instrument that help the students
in their real life. Society and the way of life
based on certain cultural, ethical, and
spiritual values plays a very important role
in the development of the young
generation of our society. A particular
society can truly be established only when
the values (social, moral, cultural) are
ingrained through the right kind of cultural
values. The Assamese community is able
to acquire a range of such cultural, moral
and religious education through the
celebration of Bihu.
Source:
Kalita, M. and Pathak, D. (2019). Folklore’s
Contemporariness: Dynamics of Value Orientation in Bihu.
[online]. Available at:
https://www.academia.edu/40353509/Folklores_Contempo
rariness_Dynamics_of_Value_Orientation_in_Bihu?email_
work_card=view-paper [Accessed 23 Apr. 2022]

------//------

Do you know?

Vishnu Pratim Goswami

White Winged Wood Duck
White-winged ducks are among the world’s most endangered birds and are one of the
biggest species of duck. In Assamese it is known as ‘Deo Hans’ or spirit duck because of its
ghostly call.
 Its body is black and its head is white and thickly spotted with black, it has
conspicuous white patches on its wings and orange or red eyes.
 The male and female look alike, the male having glossier feathers and being much
larger and heavier.





The White-winged duck used to be widely distributed in north-east India,
Bangladesh, South East Asia, Java and Sumatra. Now it is extinct in Java.
It is found in India only in the northeast, with the main populations in eastern Assam
the nearby areas of Arunachal Pradesh.
The key protected areas in this country are Dihing-Patkai Wildlife Sanctuary, DibruSaikhowa National Park, Namdapha National Park and Nameri National Park. This
duck inhabits dense evergreen tropical forests, near swamps and rivers
6
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কঠ োৰ পৰৰশ্ৰঠেঠৰ

েৃনোল শইকীযো

ৰশক্ষো ককৰিযোও বন্ধ নহয। আৰে প্ৰৰিৰিঠন
ৰশঠকো আৰু ৰিৰৰিনৰ বোঠব ৰশৰক থোৰকে।
কেৰিযো আৰে সৰু আৰিঠলোোঁ কিৰিযো আেোক
বহুঠিো কথো ৰশঠকোৱো হহৰিল। েৰিও ৰকিু েোন
জ্ঞোন আৰিৰ পৃৰথৱীৰ হসঠি খোপ খোব কনোৱোঠৰ,
িথোৰপও আৰে কপোৱো ৰকিু েোন কসোণোলী জ্ঞোন
আৰিল ৰে আেোৰ িীৱনি প্ৰৰিৰিঠন প্ৰঠেোিয
হয।

কিৰিযো কঠ োৰ পৰৰশ্ৰঠে সঠিক ৰিশ লোি কঠৰ।
এক ৰেিোইন কৰো আৰহয আৰু প্ৰঠযোিনীয
পিঠক্ষপ। আৰে এইঠটোও িোব লোৰৈব কে আন
সফল কলোকসকঠল কিওোঁঠলোকৰ সফলিোৰ পথি
ৰক কৰৰৰিল।
ৰকন্তু আন সফল কলোকৰ
অৰিজ্ঞিোৰ পৰো ৰশকোঠটোঠৱ আেোক িোল
অন্তিৃয ৰষ্ট প্ৰিোন কঠৰ আৰু আেোৰ ৰনিৰ পথ
পৰৰকল্পনো কৰোি সহোয কঠৰ।

কঠ োৰ পৰৰশ্ৰঠে পৰৰঠশোধ কঠৰ। আৰে ৰবৰিন্ন
কক্ষত্ৰি শ শ, হোিোৰ হোিোৰ সফল কলোক
কিৰখঠিোোঁ – একোঠেৰেক, ৰবজ্ঞোনী, অৰিেোৰিক,
ৰিৰকৎসক, বযৱসোযীক, ক্ৰীড়োৰবি, ৰশল্পী আৰু
িোৰলকোখন হৈ থোঠক। কেৰিযো আৰে কিওোঁঠলোকৰ
িীৱন ইৰিহোসৰ ৈিীৰিোলল িোওোঁ, কিওোঁঠলোকৰ
প্ৰঠিযঠকই কঠ োৰ পৰৰশ্ৰে কৰৰৰিঠল, সোধোৰণ
েোনুহৰ কঠ োৰ পৰৰশ্ৰেৰ সংজ্ঞোৰ বোৰহৰি েোবলল
সকঠলো সীেো অেোনয কৰৰৰিঠল। এক ৰনৰন্তৰ
আৰু িৰে প্ৰঠিষ্টো – ই সফলিোৰ কিটি ৈ ন
কঠৰ।

আৰে প্ৰৈৰিৰ ৰনৰন্তৰ েূলযোঙ্কন কৰৰব লোৰৈব
আৰু প্ৰৰিবোঠৰই ইযোৰ প্ৰঠযোিন
অনুশৰৰ
প্ৰঠযোিনীয সংঠশোধন কৰৰব লোৰৈব। আৰে
আেোৰ হসঠি ৰক পদ্ধৰিঠয বো প্ৰঠিষ্টোই কোে
নকঠৰ িোক আোঁিৰোই, কোে কৰৰব পৰো আন
পিঠক্ষপ কেোৈ ৰিব লোৰৈব। আেোৰ পথি আৰে
এশবোৰ আৰু বহুি কবৰি ৰবফল হ'ব পোঠৰোোঁ।
ৰবফলিো স্বীকোৰ কৰক, ৰকন্তু ককৰিযোও
ৰনৰুৎসোৰহি নহব! কিয বয কৰৰ েোওক। "কৰৰব
লোৰৈব" বুৰল নহয, ৰকন্তু "কৰৰব ৰবিোঠৰো"
বোঠব পৰৰশ্ৰে কৰক।

সফলিোৰ আন ৰকিু েোন কোৰকও আঠি –
েুখযিঃ "িন্মৈি প্ৰৰিিো", িোৈয আৰু সেয।
এইঠবোৰ কে কবৰি পৰৰেোঠণ আেোৰ ৰনযিণৰ
বোৰহৰি। েৰি এই কোৰকঠবোৰ আেোৰ অনুকূল
থোঠক, আৰে আেোৰ কঠ োৰ পৰৰশ্ৰেৰ দ্বোৰো
ৰেঠকোঠনো স্তৰলল েোব পোঠৰোোঁ। ৰকন্তু েৰি আেোৰ
ওিৰি পেযোপ্ত পৰৰেোঠণ প্ৰৰিিো, িোৈয আৰু
সেয নোথোঠক, আৰে কিৰিযোও আেোৰ িৰে
কঠ োৰ পৰৰশ্ৰেৰ দ্বোৰো আেোৰ ৰনিৰ সফলিোৰ
ৰলৰপ ৰলৰখব পোঠৰোোঁ।

িীৱনি এক সন্তুৰলি িৃৰষ্টিংৈী অৰি গুৰুত্বপূণয।
িীৱনি বহুঠিো বস্তু আঠি ে'ি আৰে েঠনোঠেোৈ
ৰিব লোৰৈব আৰু সেয ৰিব লোৰৈব। আেোৰ
হশশৱৰ আন এটো গুৰুত্বপূণয ৰশক্ষো আৰিল কে
"ককোঠনো বস্তুঠৰই অৰি কবৰিও িোল নহয"।
বুৰিঠিো কে এইঠটো ৰবঠৰোধী েন্তবয, ৰকন্তু ই
সফলিোৰ বোঠব আেোৰ কঠ োৰ পৰৰশ্ৰেৰ পথি
আৰে বিোই ৰোৰখব লৈো িোৰসোেযৰ ৰবষঠয
কয। আেোৰ ৰপিৃ -েোিৃ , সন্তোন, িোই-িনী,
আত্মীয, বন্ধু বৈয, সেোি, সম্পৰি ৰেঠবোৰৰ প্ৰৰি
আেোৰ িোৰযত্বও আঠি।
, ক ছ এ
ক
ক
|

আেোৰ সফলিোৰ বোঠব কঠ োৰ পৰৰশ্ৰে কৰৰবলল,
আেোক অনুঠপ্ৰৰণোৰ প্ৰঠযোিন। আটোইিলক েোঙৰ
অনুঠপ্ৰৰক হহঠি, আৰে ৰনঠিই। েৰি েই আেোৰ
িীৱনি ৰকিু েোন লক্ষয প্ৰোপ্ত কৰৰব ৰবিোঠৰো, েই
কঠ োৰ পৰৰশ্ৰে উপঠিোৈ কৰৰব লোৰৈব। কেৰিযো
েই কেোৰ লক্ষয প্ৰোপ্ত কৰৰবলল ৰে কৰৰ আঠিোোঁ
কসইযো কৰৰ িোল পোওোঁ, কোেঠটো সহি হহ পঠৰ।
কেৰিযো আপুৰন িোঠন কে আঠপোনোৰ লক্ষয ৰক,
আৰু কসইঠটো ককঠনিঠৰ প্ৰোপ্ত কৰৰব লোঠৈ,

অৱঠশষি, আৰে িোব ৰবিোঠৰো কে আৰে সুখী
আৰু আেোৰ িীৱনৰ গুৰুত্বপূণয কলোকসকঠলো সুখী!
িীৱনৰ প্ৰৰিঠটো েুহূিযঠটো উপঠিোৈ কৰক, বহোৈ
ৰবহু আৰু আেোৰ প্ৰকোশন "ৈৈনো" উপঠিোৈ
কৰক!
------//-----7
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Public schooling system NSW
I have been asked by Manab
Sharma to write a few words about public
education in New South Wales, as both
our children are products of the public
education system. This is not a
comparison of the government schools
with independent and/or private schools.
The purpose of this article is to discuss
how to get the best out of the public
education system in NSW.
We all want our children to do well and
become good citizens of the country we
have adopted. We have to remember that
Australia is a “land of opportunities” and
every child can do well in whatever field
they would like to pursue. Fortunately for
us, Australia offers a very good public
education system.
Primary Schools
Each suburb or area has a number of
public schools, especially in the Sydney
Metropolitan. All Primary schools follow
the curriculum set by the NSW
Department of Education. All public
primary schools are good – this is the time
for kids to enjoy themselves and make
new friends while learning. This is where
kids make friends for life. If your child is
academically oriented, then the time to
look out for is Year 4. This is when the test
for Opportunity Class (OC) happens.
Applications open in April - May of each
year and the test happens around middle
of the year. Not all primary schools have
Opportunity Classes; however, there will
often be a school with an Opportunity
Class in your area.
Opportunity Classes are located in NSW
public
primary
schools
cater
for
academically gifted Year 5 and Year 6
students with high potential. These
classes help students learn by grouping
them with students of similar ability, using
specialised
teaching
methods
and
educational materials at the appropriate
level (https://education.nsw.gov.au).

Nayeem Islam

The next point to look out for is Year 6.
This is when the Selective Schools
entrance tests are held in the first term of
the school year and the results are given
out around the third term.
High Schools
Each area in NSW will have a high school
in close proximity of the residence. Each
high school has its own catchment area.
These are known as comprehensive high
schools – mostly coeducational however
some are single-sex.
There are 17 fully selective and 26
partially selective high schools in NSW of
which 4 are male only, 4 are female only
and the rest are coeducational. There are
a number of Agricultural High Schools,
most notable among them is James Ruse
Agricultural High School in Carlingford.
Selective
high
schools
cater
for
academically gifted students with high
potential who may otherwise be without
sufficient classmates of their own
academic standard
(https://education.nsw.gov.au).
Selective schools are worth looking into,
as they are some of the top academically
performing schools in the NSW education
system. However, it is not the end of the
world if your child does not get entry to a
selective school in the first instance.
Whichever high school your child goes to,
they should try their best and they will be
able to do well, with your support, as the
general level of all schools in NSW is
good. It is also possible to apply to a
Selective school in Years 8, 9, 10 or even
11, provided your child’s academic record
is very good. This happens as many
students join a Selective High and leave
half-way for various reasons and there are
vacancies in the Selective schools.
In conclusion, I would like to stress again
that Australia is a land of opportunities and
we all have migrated to a very good
8
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country. All children in Australia will have
the opportunities which a child in India can
only dream of. Best of luck to all parents of
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our association who have children in
primary school or have children about to
enter high school.

Public schooling system ACT

The ACT Education system consists of a
collection of primary schools, high
schools, and colleges catering to students
of all ages, ethnicities, abilities, and
interests.
Offering
a
myriad
of
extracurricular
and
extension
opportunities, the ACT Education system
is adept at recognising the potential of
academically gifted students and providing
academic-acceleration opportunities for
such students to develop their potential.
This is true for theatrically and athletically
talented students as well. The relatively
small size of the student population in the
ACT makes the system a lot more flexible
to customisation and personalisation to
suit the individual needs of each student.
Primary Schools (Preschool – Grade 6)
Most suburbs or a group of suburbs have
a designated public primary school while
private schools are usually not designated
and accept enrolments based on a caseby-case basis. All primary schools follow
the curriculum set by the ACT Education
Department. While primary school is
generally a relaxed atmosphere, it is
essential to establish a solid foundation in
a student’s academic journey. NAPLAN
(National Assessment Program – Literary
and Numeracy), the first annual national
assessment for primary school is
conducted for students in Grade 3 and 5
and is often the first formal testing
experience that students undergo. Apart
from this, academically oriented students
have the opportunity to participate in
extension classes at their primary school
while some schools offer specialised
‘Gifted and Talented’ programs that
students undergo a selection process for.
Please refer to the ACT Education website
for further information on the application
process
for
such
programs:
https://www.education.act.gov.au/supportfor-our-students/g-and-talented-education

Pragnya Gupta

High School (Grade 7 – Grade 10)
The enrolment process for high school
commences during early mid-year of
Grade 6. Each public high school in the
ACT has a Priority Enrolment Area (PEA)
from which it must accept students, thus
ensuring every student is guaranteed a
place at a school. Schools are also able to
accept students from outside their PEA;
however, this is dependant on the capacity
of the school. Therefore, there is no
guarantee that applicants from outside
PEA’s will be successful. Private high
schools are an exception to these
guidelines since they assess applications
based on their own criteria and are not
part of the ACT public education
enrolment process.
It is important to acknowledge that certain
schools experience a greater demand for
enrolment based on their academic record
and capacity. To combat this issue, such
high schools are categorised into 2 distinct
categories: A and B. Category A schools
are “generally unable to accept students
from out of their area” due to their limited
capacity and high demand (ACT
Education, 2022). Usually, it is only
Category B schools that have some
capacity to accept out-of-area enrolments.
Some schools are also categorised as
‘special-curriculum’ schools and do not
have a specific PEA and instead assess
enrolment applications against specific
schools cater to individuals who are fluent
in a language other than English or meet
the criteria to a high standard for a
bilingual program. Further information on
such programs can be found using the
following link:
https://www.education.act.gov.au/publicschool-life/enrolling-in-a-publicschool/enrolling-in-kindergarten-to-year12#curriculum.
9
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Overall, while a student will receive
guaranteed entry into the high school
which is in their PEA, it is useful to explore
out-of-area options if they contain a
competitive academic record and will be
better able to support the student in
extending their academic abilities.
College (Grade 11 & Grade 12)
The college application process resembles
that of high school; however, the process
of gaining entry to colleges with a
surpassing academic record is generally
less competitive since in the ACT, Grade
10 marks the end of compulsory
education. College is the final stage in the

Gogona
education system after which tertiary
studies can be pursued and provides
academically inclined students with
several opportunities and extension
programs to boost their results, enabling
them to meet the entry requirements of
their desired university degree.
As mentioned earlier, The ACT Education
system ranks schools based on criterion
consisting of academic-records, demand
for enrolment, and the socio-economic
status of its students. Having been part of
the system for majority of my schooling, I
can vouch for its efficiency and flexibility
when it comes to catering to students with
different passions, inclinations, and
abilities.

------//------

Do you know?

Vishnu Pratim Goswami

The Bogibeel Bridge
The Bogibeel Bridge, which connects the districts of Dhemaji with Dibrugarh, with a length of
4.94 km is the longest rail cum road bridge in India. It was inaugurated amidst much fanfare
and for public use on December 25, 2018.
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Chandraprabha The Iron Lady of Assam by Hiranya Bora
https://www.dailyassam.com/2021/07/short-essay-bychandraprabha-saikiani.html
https://www.assamtimes.org/node/3631
https://touchstamps.com/Stamp/Details/309081/socialreformers-chandraprabha-saikiani
https://muktosinta.org/chandra-brapbha-saikiyani/
Photos collection
https://www.thebetterindia.com/251602/chandraprabhasaikiani-assam-woman-freedom-fighter-womenseducation-single-mother-india-history-div200/
https://www.assamtimes.org/node/3631
https://i.colnect.net/f/540/448/Chandraprabha-Saikiani1901-1972.jpg

Homen Borgohain
On 12 May 2021, the
former President of
Asam Sahitya Sabha,
eminent
litterateur,
critic and journalist
Homen Borgohain left
for
his
heavenly
abode. He was born (7 December 1932) in
a village in Dhakuwakhana, Lakhimpur.
After completing metriculation from
Dibrugarh Govt. Boys' Higher Secondary
School, Homen Borgohain came to
Guwahati to study in Cotton College. He
married Nirupama Tamuli, famous in
Assam as Nirupama Borgohain: one of the
most popular writers of her generation and
an exponent of early feminist writings in
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Assam. They have two sons, Anindya
Borgohain and Pradipta Borgohain.
He said, “Till my last breath, I will keep
labouring hard. Just as you extract the
juice out of sugarcane until only the
bagasse remains, I will work till the last
drop of life is strained out of me so that
when I discard the mortal flesh, I am no
more than bagasse [translated script].”
And so he did. He remained active as the
editor-in-chief of the Assamese daily
Niyomiya Barta until his death.
He was awarded the Sahitya Akademi
Award in Assamese language (1978) for
his novel Pita Putra. However, he returned
it in 2015 in protest against the Dadri
14
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lynching. He has been known as a
'batabrikkha', a revered banyan tree that
sustained an entire ecosystem of readers,
writers and literary enthusiasts, now
uprooted.
He has to his credit five collections of
short stories, thirteen novels and novellas,
around fifty volumes of non-fictional prose,
four autobiographical books, several
edited volumes, and a single book of
poems titled Hoimonti (1987). Two of his
fiction books (Matsyagandha (1987) and
Halodhiya Soraiye Baodhan Khai (1973))
were made into feature films, and the
latter, directed by Jahnu Barua, won the
national award in 1988.

Gogona
He was also a very respectful journalist
and known for his thought-provoking and
razor-sharp political writings. He was the
founding editor of many weekly magazines
like Nilachal (1968), Nagarik (1977),
Samakal (1987), Sutradhar (1989).
Simply his contributions to the Assamese
literature and society are so vast that it is
beyond the scope of "Gogona" to list
down.
Sources
https://www.thehindu.com/thread/reflections/homenborgohain-the-workhorse-of-the-assamese-literaryscene/article34661429.ece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homen_Borgohain
https://www.telegraphindia.com/north-east/assam-authorhomen-borgohain-dies/cid/1815373

Lakshmi Nandan Bora
On 3 June 2021, Assam lost Padma Shri
awardee and noted
Assamese litterateur
Dr Lakshmi Nandan
Bora. after suffering
from
Covid-19
complications.
Lakshmi
Nandan
Bora passed away at
a
hospital
in
Guwahati. He has about 60 books to his
credit, including award winning novels,
Patal Bhairavi and Kayakalpa.
He was born on 15 June 1932 at
Hatichung, Nagaon District. At the age of
seventeen he lost his patents Phuleswari
and Phuleswar Bora. Since then his elder
brother Kamal Chandra Bora, took care of
all his needs and inspired Dr. Bora to
become what he wanted to.
He was also elected as the President for
the 62nd session of Axom Xahitya Xabha,
In addition, he has written a few dramas
and some books on environment and
agriculture and for neo literates. After
passing his metriculation from Nagaon
High School, he did his BSc (Physics)
from Cotton College, MSc (Physics) from

Manab Sharma

Presidency College, Calcutta and PhD in
Meteorology from Andhra University.
Dr. Bora retired as the Prof. and Head of
Physics and Meteorology from Assam
Agricultural University, Jorhat. He has
been to Johannes Gutenberg University,
Germany twice as visiting Professor.
Dr Bora started his writing career with a
short-story
Bhaona
published
in
Ramdhenu in 1954. He made his mark in
Assam's literary scene with his famous
novel Gonga Chilonir Pakhi which has
already been translated to 11 Indian
languages. His concern for the Assamese
nation and its existance can be seen in
some of his writings in the early 80's,
especially in the inspiring novel Akou
Xaraighat.
Married to Madhuri in 1961, Dr Bora has
three children Seuji, Tridib and Swaroop all married. He has one grand-daughter
Prerana from Seuji.
Source:
https://www.indiatoday.in/lifestyle/people/story/assameselitterateur-lakshmi-nandan-bora-dies-of-covid-19complications-1810362-2021-06-03
http://www.cs.uccs.edu/~jkalita/assam/news/lkbora.html
Photo - https://alchetron.com/cdn/lakshmi-nandan-bora43a37b29-14fa-40ae-9b4f-002bafd34da-resize-750.jpeg
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A small writeup by Abhishek Sharma (Appu) in memory of his father Dr.
Narender Sharma (24 April 1961 - 9 April 2022)
My
Father
Dr
Narender Sharma, he
is my inspiration, my
hero
but
most
importantly he was
my best friend.
He was a fun loving
man, always keen to
help other. Being an only child of his
parents, he never wanted any handouts
but would always be the first to put his
hand out if anyone ever needed.
It would not be out of context to mention
that we came to Australia in June 1998 &
started Bihu in Sydney in 1999. Dad took
the initiative of booking the hall in West
Ryde to celebrate for the Bihu first time in
a community hall. Organising food along
with the few extended families that were
here then and singing and dancing which
he always liked doing.
To understand what my father had
accomplished in his lifetime is incredible.
From being kidnapped by a Terrorist
Organisation to bringing us to Australia
and providing whatever his family ever
wanted, finally closed his chapter of life as
a retired Lecturer.
There was no challenge that my dad
thought he couldn’t take on. He completed
his PhD in 2010 in International Business
from University of Sydney. Later he joined
Newcastle University of Sydney as a full
time Lecturer and then as a part time
Lecturer at the University of Western
Sydney. For him it was the Dream job,
getting paid to speak.
Before coming to Australia, he was in
England and prior to that he had a good
job in ONGC, India. Despite this
comfortable life, he had a great desire to
take new challenge. One day he decided
to challenge himself and landed in
Australia to explore his life.
He arrived Australia with no plan what so
ever. Initially, and stayed in a hotel in the

city for a couple of weeks. During that time
he started to love Australia and decided to
make Australia home.
He first paid job in Australia was a
salesman for a weather board company
although that was not his job of choice.
Yet he broke all the sales records of the
company and became the highest sales
record holder of the company.
He then decided to start his own
recruitment firm, called InnovaITive
solutions as.
Out of his very busy schedule, he always
find time for me and my sister. He filled
our life with sports and family holidays. My
best memorable moment was when he
took me to a hotel where the Indian
Cricket Team was staying, and Kapil Dev
was the coach. He was so determined that
he managed to introduce me with Kapil
Dev although he had no connection with
Kapil Dev.
In the last 5-7 years my Dad has become
my best friend and just really had my back
in everything I did. From supporting me in
all my sports to whatever I wanted to do in
my life, he was right behind me. Everytime
we talked, it would bring a smile to my
face. Honestly I now know, you are
blessed if you have your mum or dad still
calling you!
I never held back when I told my Dad how
proud of him, I am and how much I loved
him, we have never been closer than we
have been in the last couple of years. You
can now finally enjoy being with your
favourite child Pebbles (our first family
dog) and watch us from above.
We always love you Dad and you will
never be forgotten!! Always feel like he
can now enjoy watching us from up above.
Lesson - be confident in whatever you do,
send the right energy and the right energy
will follow you!
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Lata Mangeshkar
"..... MERI AWAJ
HI
PEHCHAN
HAIN,
AGAR
YAAD RAHAIN...."
("My voice is my
identity, only if You
can
remember")
and indeed today
only her voice is
echoing in the air.
Legendary singer Lata Mangeshkar,
nightingale of Bollywood, is no more with
us, but each of her songs will always be
there; her voice is immortal.
After singing more than seven decades
breathlessly, she became breathless at
the age of 92 at Mombai's Breach Candy
hospital on 6 February 2022.
Honourable poet Hiren Bhattacharyya truly
said, "Even death is an art, a benign
sculpture incised out of the hard concrete
life (
এ
,
ক
ক এ
)".
Lata Mangeshkar started her career in
1942 at the age of 13 and recorded her
first song for the Marathi film Kiti Hasaal,
though her song did not make the final
edit. Her first Hindi song was "Mata Ek
Sapoot Ki Duniya Badal De Tu" for the
Marathi film Gajaabhaau (1943). Despite
her busiest playback singing marathon,
she also performed various concerts
around the world. The most notable
concert performance was her wartime
rendition of the poet Pradeep’s patriotic
song “Ae mere watan ke logo,” which
moved Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru to tears. She is known as India's
"Didi" or "Sister", and sang thousands of
songs in as many as 36 languages,
including Assamese and Manipuri.
The humming sound at the starting of the
song "..... Jonakare rati, axomore mati,
jiliki jilki pore ..." still floating in the air of
Assam, although the song was first
released in 1956 in the film Era Bator Xur.

Manab Sharma

She sang many songs under the direction
of the late Dr Bhupen Hazarika; the song
"Dil Hoom Hoom Kare" from Rudaali
(1993) made the highest record sales that
year. Although the last playback song for
an Assamese film by Lata Mangeshkar, a
solo song Moi Uthai Jolodhir Majoloi, was
for Paani, released in 1995, she sang
many Assamese songs for various albums
after that.
She is not more with us today, however,
her contribution to the Assamese music
and her respect for the Assam are clearly
reflected in the song -- " Godabori Noire
Parore Pora (From the banks of the
Godavari), which describes who she was
in the words of Dr Bhupen Hazarika Maharashtra-tu Veer Shivaji ye
Tiyagi Nrepor Bilax
Dexor Hoke Jibon Jasile
Guru aasil Ramdas.
Mohaan Tilak aaru Veer Savarkar re
Jujisil Obiram
Xei khon dexore jiori moi
Axomi aai loi Jasilu Pranam
Julee Baruah, a painter from Jorhat,
Assam,
beautifully
captured
these
memories of Lata Didi. This painting had
drawn much attention during an art
exhibition at the Guwahati Kalakhetra,
Assam India.
Source:
https://english.jagran.com/entertainment/news/latamangeshkar-queen-of-melody-who-redefined-best-ofplayback-singing-in-indian-cinema-10039020
https://thewire.in/the-arts/how-lata-mangeshkar-helpedstrengthen-the-assamese-playback-singing-industry
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-60094193
https://english.jagran.com/entertainment/news/latamangeshkar-queen-of-melody-who-redefined-best-ofplayback-singing-in-indian-cinema-10039020
https://thewire.in/the-arts/how-lata-mangeshkar-helpedstrengthen-the-assamese-playback-singing-industry
photos - https://www.newsncr.com/entertainment/knowhow-the-world-of-musical-technology-changed-in-front-oflata-mangeshkar/
https://www.hindustantimes.com/entertainment/latamangeshkar-had-an-affair-with-bhupen-says-hazarika-sestranged-wife/story-Ed5RIJnfYNiKio7Hh4Sw3I.html
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-02-06/latamangeshkar-nightingale-bollywood-obituarydeath/100809138 - funeral
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Lata Mangeshkar and her memories - from the brush of Julee Baruah
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Bappi Lahiri
Tears were still
flowing;
then
another sad news
hit the Indian film
industry, the loss of
another
legend,
singer-composer Bappi Lahiri, who died at
a Mumbai hospital on 15 February 2022 at
the age of 69. He was known as the
"Disco King of Bollywood" as he
popularised disco music in the Indian
mainstream in the 1980s. His parents,
Aparesh Lahiri and Bansur (Chakravarty)
Lahiri, were singers who met while
performing for the public broadcaster All
India Radio.

Manab Sharma

Daadu in 1972, where Lata Mangeshkar
sang his composition at the age of 19.
He also gave voice to Assamese songs
"Pritivir Prothom puwa...." in the Kokalre
gagory album.
In addition to his son Bappa, Mr. Lahiri is
survived by his wife, Chitrani (Mukherjee)
Lahiri, whom he married in 1977; his
mother; a daughter, Rema Bansal; and
two grandsons.
Sources:
https://indianexpress.com/article/entertainment/music/whe
n-bappi-lahiri-recalled-his-love-story-with-wife-chitranilahiri-7776488/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/25/world/asia/bappilahiri-dead.html
https://geetsankalan.com/lyrics/Prithibir_Prothom_Puwat
Photo: https://i.discogs.com/PBp3VzdbYowmX_DZ0vL2PxyQoqs50hvxAYWpjy_Gc/rs:fit/g:sm/q:90/h:300/w:400/czM6
Ly9kaXNjb2dz/LWRhdGFiYXNlLWlt/YWdlcy9BLTczNzIx/L
TE1MzQ4MDkxMDct/OTU0OS5qcGVn.jpeg

Bappi Lahiri was an inborn musician, and
he played the tabla at the age of three with
the proficiency of an experienced
professional. Interestingly, Lahiri started
his career in music with the Bengali film
------//------

2022 (Practice session for Rongali Bihu 2022)
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The Journey of Discovering My Passion
How I waited for the day of my retirement.
I had toiled my entire life waiting for the
joys of a glorious retirement. A beacon of
light, a relaxing and fulfilling retirement
was a constant thought throughout times
of sorrow and anxiety in my life.
When it came to less than two years until
my retirement, I became obsessed with
the notion of retirement. Everyday, I would
strike out the days on the calendar,
watching eagerly as the months went by
and my permanent holiday came closer.
January, February and March rolled by,
and my excitement doubled as I looked
forward to much needed rest and peace.
No more rushing to work each morning,
only leisure, leisure, and more leisure!

Mukul Gupta

Little did I know that retirement also brings
with it the consequences of loneliness,
boredom and a lack of motivation and
drive. The daily conversations with my
colleagues and students which I had taken
for granted, was now something that I
craved. It was almost as though my entire
perspective on retirement had changed
and all my excitement had fizzled out. I
attempted to bide my time by cooking up
new recipes for my children, but most of
the time they were away completing their
tertiary studies in different cities. This only
added to the loneliness that retirement
imposed as I missed them more than ever.
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I tried calling up my friends but soon the
topics of conversation ran out. What
should I discuss? All topics concerning my
occupation as a teacher were no longer
relevant and there was no more daily
gossip to discuss. Endeavouring to find
moments of connection, I asked about
different family recipes only to be
dissuaded with a humbling response of
“Oh Mukul, old and new recipes are now
on the internet. Why don’t you just look at
them
there?”.
Another
topic
of
conversation gone. I kept thinking, since
when did having heartfelt conversations
with friends become an arduous task? As
the days turned to weeks and the weeks
turned to months, I was becoming
increasingly exhausted from retirement.
With nowhere to be, no one expecting me,
no one to gossip with and a non-existent
routine, I fell into an unproductive slump.
Until one day, when I was watching
television and an art show came on. The
vibrant colours, the masterful strokes, and
the passionate gaze with which the painter
would look at their painting, captivated me.
I had always loved painting and art and
determined to transform retirement to the
relaxing experience that I had envisioned,
I set out to fulfil my childhood dream of
becoming an artist. I started off with pencil
sketches and basic beginner artworks and
have worked my way to intricate paintings
of flower arrangements, picturesque

landscape scenes to more realistic
paintings of reflections on water. When I
paint, time flies by and often I spend
multiple hours at a time engrossed in an
intricate painting. Every day I am grateful
for the opportunity to spend my days doing
what I love and having the chance to fulfil
my ambition. Here are some of my recent
paintings. I hope you will enjoy them as
much as I enjoyed creating them.

------//-----21
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Aging gracefully …. Do not give up …Do not give in….
Embrace life with dignity
Manoj Baruah
.
Let’s look at this common scenario.
Mr. Baruah is a 76 years old retired
government officer who has been living
with his son (Rohan), daughter-in-law
(Rita), and a grandchild (Sara) for the last
couple of years after the death of his wife.
Mr. Baruah’s daughter (Ruby) is a school
teacher who lives in a different city and
they are in close contact. Mr. Baruah had
been fairly active most of his life, he
regularly went for a morning walk and
sometimes attended the local senior’s
club. He stopped smoking in his late 40s
after a mild heart attack. Currently, he
takes medication for blood pressure and
sometimes painkillers for backache.
In the past couple of months, Rohan and
Rita have noticed some behavioural
changes in Mr. Baruah, as he has
appeared less enthusiastic, dull, and
indecisive at times. He has been isolative
and his interaction with family members
has been diminished. Mr. Baruah’s
daughter Ruby has also commented that
she has been experiencing difficulties
understanding her father during the
telephonic conversations as he struggles
to articulate his thoughts and she has also
indicated that Mr. Baruah’s short-term
memory has not been ‘up to the mark’.
Eventually, Rohan took Mr. Baruah to a
local Medicine specialist who diagnosed
Mr.
Baruah
with
dementia
and
commenced
him
on
anti-dementia
medication after preliminary investigations.
Unfortunately, Mr. Baruah’s condition
deteriorated further, and he became
bedbound…….
Now the questions are; Is it dementia or
something else? What is dementia? Is it
so easy to diagnose someone with
dementia? Is the diagnosis of dementia a
death sentence? Did Mr. Baruah and his
family get a chance to find out about the
process of the diagnosis? Is the doctor
adequately trained to diagnose and

manage dementia? What are the effects
and side effects of dementia medication
etc., has the family been given adequate
information and tools to manage and care
for someone with dementia, are there any
support services for the carers of people
with dementia? Could it be something
else….!
However, the most important question is,
could Mr. Baruah live a meaningful life
after a diagnosis of Dementia?
No one can avoid old age; it is one of the
fundamentals of nature. The main aim of
this discussion is to create awareness and
develop resources to embrace life with
dignity as it unfolds ….
In layman’s eyes Dementia, Delirium and
Depression almost look the same. Even
for the most trained eyes, it is difficult to
differentiate immediately, and sometimes
all these three conditions exist together.
There are different types of dementia and
some of them are reversible. Delirium and
Depression though they look like
dementia, it is treatable. In fact, in many
cases, Depression precedes Dementia.
Poor sensory functioning like visual
impairment, hearing impairment, side
effects of medications, underlying infective
processes like Urinary tract infection,
chronic lung diseases, Sleep apnoea,
Nutritional
deficiency,
Alcohol
and
substance abuse, Brain tumour, stroke,
increase pressure in brain cavity, etc can
lead to dementia-like features.
The sooner the cause of dementia
symptoms is identified, the sooner
treatment can begin. There are many
different causes of irreversible dementia.
The most common is Alzheimer’s disease,
which is associated with distinctive
changes in the brain. Other causes of
dementia include Vascular Dementia,
Mixed Type Dementia, Dementia with
Lewy Bodies, Frontotemporal dementia,
Huntington’s disease, Creutzfeld-Jacob
Disease, Alcohol-related dementia, and
22
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Parkinson’s disease. It is important to
obtain an accurate diagnosis to maximize
benefits from treatment and understand
more about prognosis and symptoms.

In most cases, it is appropriate for people
to be told about their diagnosis, as they
have a right to information about their
health.

Specialists like neurologists, geriatricians,
psychogeriatricians, psychiatrists, and
neuropsychologists have a more detailed
knowledge of the memory and behavior
changes associated with dementia and
may perform or arrange in-depth
assessments, brain scans, and blood
tests. Tests of mental functioning are very
important in the diagnosis process. These
tests are used to determine the extent of
any memory or thinking problems and can
be used to track progression over time.

Life doesn’t stop with the diagnosis of
Dementia. It is important to identify the
strength and weaknesses of the person
with dementia, so that appropriate help
can be arranged or provided to live a
meaningful life.

Early diagnosis of dementia is the first
step in understanding and managing the
condition. Communicating a diagnosis of
dementia can allow for planning to begin.

It is heartening to see that Mr. Baruah did
not get an appropriate management plan
after receiving a diagnosis of Dementia to
live a meaningful life.
NB: For further information, you can refer
to Dementia Australia. Some of the above
information has been taken from this
resource.

------//------

Do you know?

Vishnu Pratim Goswami

Wild Horses (Feral) living naturally in the wild in Assam
Did you know that there are Wild (Feral) horses living since a few generations in the wild in
Assam?









The origin of the feral horses of Dibru Saikhowa National Park (DSNP) dates back to
the 1940’s when Assam was a major base for the allied forces in the South-Asian
theatre of World War II.
The feral horses were brought by the British as cavalry horses for their soldiers
stationed in and around Tinsukia District to fight back the advancing Japanese army.
After the war got over, the British army instead of taking back the feral horses, released
them in the wilderness.
The 1950’s Assam Earthquake, the Brahmaputra and its tributaries changed course
cutting off the said area from the mainland, which further isolated the feral horses.
The feral horses survived the World War II as well as the 1950’s Assam Earthquake,
but today the feral horses along with other wildlife of Dibru Saikhowa National Park and
its adjoining areas face a different threat, in the form of Oil and Gas mining.
Subsequent to Legal Intervention, Dehing Patkai Wildlife sanctuary was upgraded to a
National park in 2021.
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New Flash

Kriyan Kro Boruah
Ron Baruah
Born on 27 September 2021
Parents:Himadri Deka and Atanu Baruah
Sibling: Gia Baruah
Ron loves playing and giggling with his big
sister, Gia. Tummy time and outdoor activities
are his favorite things to do.

Born on 22 April 2021
Parents: Pradip and Juli
Sibling: elder sister springle
Kriyan loves playing and giggling with his
sister. He is also fond of balls, so much so
that any round shape object is ball for him. He
throws them and someone need to collect and
give it back to him to throw again

New members
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Jayansh Das

Quakers Hill Public School, year 3
Bihu is a set of three very important
Assamese festivals. They are Rongali
bihu, Kati bihu and Magh bihu.
Rongali Bihu is the most important, as it
celebrates the beginning of Spring. Bihu
has always been celebrated by the
Assamese community. Now it is a
worldwide festival celebrated in three
times in a calendar year.

‘Bordoisila’ means north–westerly winds in
the Assamese language.

It is believed that Bihu originated more
than twenty centuries ago in the pre –
Aryan days around 3500 BC.

Generally, the Rongali Bihu is celebrated
from 14 – 16th of April.

The first day of Rongali Bihu is very
important as people bath their cattle and
offer them prayers, called "Garu Bihu".
Bihu is a harvest festival celebrated mainly
in Assam and other northeastern states in
India.

My favourite part in Rongali Bihu is the
eating!
The folklore originated that Bordoisila, the
daughter of the Earth God, visits her
The food at the Bihu we will eat is gonna
mother during Spring with a big storm and
be ‘Pitha’ and ‘Laru’.
another big storm occurs on her way back.
------//------
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Jitmanyu Baruah

That’s not all that I hear.

And I know that this season,
Is spring,
The plants’ new beginning.

A new start for life,
My eyes it will seize,
Blooming flowers,
Dancing in the gentle breeze.

Fresh green leaves,
A beautiful atmosphere,
The birds singing songs,

A clear blue sky,
Bees and butterflies,
Happily fly.

Do you know?

খ

খ

,
------//------

Spring
Through the morning rays,
I see its the end of winter days.

ক
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Vishnu Pratim Goswami

Rare Animals found in Assam
Assam Roofed Turtle - A rare species of Turtles found in Assam. Best Place to see themDiphlu River, Kaziranga National Park.
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(Kids imagination in brushstroke)
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My Online Learning Experience

Prajna Gupta

Year 8
I wonder how your experience has been
with this COVID-19 crisis. Mine has
definitely been quite different and unique. I
have decided to jot down my experiences
and share them with you so that I can look
back
and
remember
these
rare
experiences down the track. Well, as you
all know, it all started on 23 March 2020,
when it was announced that all students
would start doing online learning from
home as COVID-19 had spread in
Canberra and it was important and
necessary for us to contain it. The
Government had decided that to avoid the
spread of the disease and limit exposure,
all students should attend school online
from the safety of their own home. It
wasn’t just schools that were closing, it
was offices, restaurants, hairdressers, and
other work areas. It was practically the
whole of ACT that was on lockdown and
was quite alarming for everyone. Although
health care workers such as ambulance
services, doctors, nurses, surgeons, and
other such essential workers, had to
continue going to work because if there
was an emergency they would have to be
equipped and prepared.

In regard to attending school from home, I
had many mixed thoughts. On the one
hand, I was excited that it was a new way
of doing things and I was able to work and
study comfortably from the safety of my
own home. On the other hand, I would not
be able to work along with my friends and
teachers. I would be missing the fun times
we would have together. Once remote
learning started, initially, it was quite
difficult for a few days. Online class
activities were assigned by the teacher

and work was completed alone at home.
However, we soon found many ways of
connecting with my teachers and friends.
The teachers had organised regular
google meets where we could meet as a
class, and very soon, online learning didn’t
seem as bad or as lonely anymore!

Staying at home with my family and
working together was good fun though. I
realised how essential family is in a crisis
like this, many families were experiencing
challenges and hardship during the
COVID-19 pandemic. We were able to
share experiences and talk about
childhood stories with each other. We
created some amazing memories which
will always be remembered. In online
learning, I was able to ask for help from
my sister and parents. As we were less
busy and had shorter hours of work and
school, I was able to go for walks with my
family, play frisbee in the oval, enjoy the
bright sun and enjoy the outdoors. I am
quite lucky to live near an area, where
there are lots of hikes and walking tracks.

The COVID-19 pandemic and staying at
home had made me realise to value the
simple things I used to do earlier and miss
now. It has given me more family time and
29
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helped me bond with them more. Through
Every bad thing with a different
this crisis, I have understood how
perspective can be turned into a great
important family and your loved ones are.
thing. By viewing the pandemic from a
Another lesson I learned through this is
different lens, I must admit that lockdown
perspective,
and
that
different
was after all not too bad !
perspectives all have different outcomes.
------//------

Some Interesting facts about world war 2
The war started on the 1st of September
1939 and ended on the 2nd of September
1945. The end came after the bombing of
the 2 Japanese cities, Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
World war 2 was far more deadly with 50
to 80 million people dying.
Millions
of
Jews
were
sent
to
concentration camps because Hitler
wanted an only Aryan race.
By the summer of 1941 Germany had
invaded these countries, France, Belgium,
Holland, Luxembourg, Denmark, Norway,
Greece, Yugoslavia and a bit of the
USSR.
When Germany invaded the USSR, the
country sent 3 to 4 million men making it
one of the biggest invasions ever.

Krish Mathur

Stalin was able to rebel only because it
was winter and Hitler didn’t prepare his
men properly for the severe cold weather.
In world war 2 Italy did the least out of all
axis countries, which were Germany, Italy
and Japan
The start of world war was when Germany
invaded Poland. After 16 days, Russia
invaded Poland starting world war 2.
Australia captured German islands in
Indonesia and Papua New Guinea regions
to protect themselves from Japanese
invasion.
And the most interesting fact of all is that
my great grandfather travelled on foot with
two friends from Imphal to Jorhat, crossing
several mountains, to escape from the
Imphal War during World war 2.

------//------

Halloween Gone Wrong
"Riley! Riley! Wake up, it's finally
Halloween!" said Kevin while bouncing on
his bunk. "Oh my god! I almost forgot! It's
the best holiday of the year!" said Riley,
falling out of bed. "Boy's! Get out of bed, I
got your costumes ready!" shouted their
mother hearing their screams of
excitement.
Riley and Kevin were brothers in a
harmonious family. Halloween was their
favourite holiday of the year and they
always spent in together trick or treating in

Vedant Sharma (Geet)

the lovely suburbs of Chicago. Kevin and
Riley were both smart and had the best
grades in their class. They were both al
little geekish but they were both brave and
a little reckless. Bert, who was a family
friend and always (annoyingly) tagged
along on every special occasion. He was
brave in a reckless sort of way and always
took up every chance to be a jerk.
When they marched out of their house in
the afternoon with two empty pillowcases,
out of the blue, Bert came flying in with his
30
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superman costume and a tiny empty
plastic bag. The two brothers groaned as
Bert joined the mission. "Ughhh did he
really have to come?" said Kevin.
"Yeah? How is his parent even annoying?"
said Riley.
"Well the apple does fall far from the tree,"
said Kevin. Then the duo (now trio) visited
so many houses that in a couple of hours
that had to forage for leftover shopping
bags behind Coles. But behind them were
three teens smoking, the three teens
silently crept up behind them and stuck a
cigarette down Bert's pant. Bert yelled his
heart out and dropped his candy in the
bushes in surprise.
The three kids dashed away and hid
behind a truck that was probably used to
transport fruits and vegetables to and from
Coles. Well it turned out that the truck was
used to transport disguised cigarette
packets disguised as veggies. The three
teens hopped in their truck and started to
search for Bert, Kevin and Riley. Two
minutes later, the three teens eventually
gave up the search and started to drive to
some unknown place.
"We're going to have to jump eventually or
we're going to get caught," whispered
Kevin reasonably.
"On the count of three, we jump," said
Riley "One... two... three!!" The three
jumped as high as they could but Bert got
the highest with a loud and powerful fart
boost. They all tumbled down into the local
woods and landed on the doorstep that led
towards a dark spooky mansion.
The mansion was encased in a grey mist
and the beautiful sunset was covered up
by dark storm clouds and sudden flashes
of lightning, and inside the mansion's
windows where flickering lights were going
on and off. "There is no way I'm going in
there," said Bert, frightened out of his wits.
“Come on you big woos! Why? Are you
scared?” said Riley. Bert shook his head
and said, “only if you go in first.” Kevin and
Riley bravely went in with Bert trailing

Gogona
behind them. Once they went in, Bert
selfishly slammed the door behind them
and covered it with a fallen log, he didn’t
want any competition when it came to
candy. As Bert peered through random
windows, looking for lollies, an ominous
figure staked him from the shadows and
was called Karl Semano. After a few
minutes of looking through various
windows, Bert finally found the jackpot: a
gigantic table drowning in candy. He
mustered up all his strength and pounded
his fist right through the window, allowing
Bert to go to a safe haven full of candy.
But alas as an unknown danger lurked in
the darkness. Karl lunged at Bert and tied
him to a chair, in reality, Bert was the bait.
Meanwhile, Kevin and Riley were
wandering around the mansion in search
of more candy. They found a message
scrolled on one of the walls, it read go to
the basement, it will lead to the forest.
Under the message, there was a dead
body. They hastily went down the stairs
that led to the basement and looked for
some sort of passage. They decided to
ditch Bert as he caused them too much
trouble and also because they knew he
would somehow survive by some miracle.
Soon, they both found a passage way
through a tiny tunnel that led them to the
center of the woods.
After this terrifying ordeal they just went to
sleep as they found their way out of the
creepy woods, leaving Bert inside the
woods all by himself. When the two
remaining kids (Kevin and Riley) went
back to their home and went to sleep as it
hit midnight. After the whole problem was
solved they decided to never go out to
trick or treat ever again. Out of the mist
surrounding the forest was Bert who, as
said, survived Karl. In the morning, the two
kids forgot to close their window to their
room where they slept and then a huge
gust of wind entered the room and a
poster came in. It read wanted contact 123
456 789 on it. The two kids were scared
because the man on the poster looked like
a man who would kill people just like Kevin
and Riley. They tucked the blankets to
their bed and got more blankets to be a bit
safer, they both started to whimper
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because they were scared of everything,
even if a bird comes! they would have a
really quick reaction and they would do
this: go to a playground or duck down then
kick it in the face then tell their mother that
they killed a bird. They decided to change
their new favourite holiday to Christmas
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because they get thousands of trillions of
dollars and presents because their parents
were super rich and always gave free
money to homeless people ($1,000,000)
that had barely any money and they were
a nice family!

------//------

Surviving without electricity
On 3rd January 2022, we arrived home
from our Victoria trip after two weeks.
Although it was a very sunny day; yet, it
was not very hot. So, after having
afternoon tea, we started our household
works. I was gardening, and dad was
unpacking the car. I had no idea what my
mum was doing, but she was inside the
house. While gardening, I felt some
breeze, at the beginning I was enjoying it.
Suddenly, the wind came at the speed of a
Formula 1 racing at top speeds. Carrying
some gardening utensils with me, I hurried
inside and checked on my mum and dad. I
saw that he was trying to save some
camping gear which had begun flying in
the wind, he ordered me to go inside, and
when I got inside the house, I heard a loud
"CRASH" of cutlery falling onto the floor
from the dining table. As our windows
were open, the wind destroyed some
things inside the house as well. Then,
heavy rain started to fall. I was expecting
hail, but I couldn't tell anyone as the noise
of the rainstorm took my voice away. Soon
the rain became louder and louder until it
was hailstones showering the house. After
our experience with the last hailstorm, we
sprang into action and covered our cars
with foam mats as our cars weren’t in the
garage. Straining my eyes, I saw that the
hailstones were the size of pebbles which
was lucky as they wouldn't damage
anything, but still, we were unlucky as the
hailstorm went on for a while.
After the storm had passed, my mum tried
to turn on the lights, but they wouldn't, and
she was confused. Moments later, she
told us that there was a power out, and we
tried turning the power on ourselves and
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found that she was correct; there was a
power out. My mum tried turning on the
stove (gas), but the suppliers had also cut
it, so we got out our portable gas cooker
and made our dinner using them.
Camping inside the house, we called it.
We also kept checking the power until
bedtime, but we had no luck.
On day 2, I woke up and asked mum from
the bed, “Do we have power”? Mum
replied – “No. Not yet, luckily gas supply is
back from last night. But neighbour got
their power back last night. So, could you
please go and give them my phone and
iPad for charging?” I felt like she was
waiting for me to wake up. I replied, “let
me get down first. Also, how do you know
that they have power? I don’t know them I
don’t want to go”. She replied, “I’ve never
met them before either, but this morning I
knocked on their door, introduced myself
and asked about the power, as they had
power, it was ok for them to charge the
phone and iPad”. I was thinking, “OMG,
what a day today!”. Our neighbour was
very helpful, and they were very kind, she
even let us put some food in their fridge
that was in their garage.
On that day we spent the day hoping that
our power would come back. My mum
called Evo Energy, and they said it should
be back by 4 O’clock that afternoon.
Power was back at around 3 O’clock, and
we all got excited, but they never
stabilised, it just flickered. As we had gas
mum could cook, but to turn on the gas
she had to use the lighter or the match
sticks.
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On day 3 my dad went to his office
because he could not Work from Home
without internet and power. My mum was
on Annual Leave for School Holidays, and
we were feeling very lucky that we had at
tap water. I also helped clean and empty
the fridge completely. After that I did not
have anything to do except reading books,
doing
wordsearches
and
playing
boardgames with my mum.
On day 4 my mum asked me to help her
wash the clothes by hand. I hadn’t seen
anyone do it before; soaking, washing,
rinsing, and squeezing followed by air
drying was the process. I had fun, but it
was tiring. Mum told me she used to wash
cloths like this when she was at school. I
wasn’t that surprised that she did not have
a washing machine at home. She also told
me to clean the dishes by hand. That was
alright, as I had done it before. On that
day, we also began to run out of hot water,
so my dad bought a bucket and a mug to
take bath. Mum made the hot water in the
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stove, pouring it in the bucket and then
mix cold water and I had to take a shower
using it. This was she called “The
experience of being in India.”
On day 5, we became comfortable with
our new lifestyle of having no phones,
television, internet etc. We played many
rounds of ludo, Chinese checkers, and
quizzes. Interestingly, we met some new
neighbours. In the afternoon we all stood
in our front yard and talked to each other.
My mum and dad had to go to the shops
almost every day as our fridge was empty.
Suddenly, at around 10 pm, our power
returned and stayed on for some time, but
we didn’t get too excited because it may
falter again, but it remained on until
morning.
It is unbelievable within 20 – 30 mins how
much damaged we got from the storm.
Lots of gum trees fell over from roots and
damaged people’s houses and cars.

------//------

The amazing gift of nature
As my grippy hands lay on the soft moist
grass of the tall hill, my eyes immediately
dart around. I look up at first. The pale
universe slowly motioning towards the
south. The dim sky shallowed in the pale
constellation. I then stared at the colourful
city. It reminded me of peace for it had
variety of amazing colours. The birds
started wailing with their crispy chirps as
the boiling sun slowly dipped down into
the vast horizon. The gushing sound of the
majestic river was light as a feather! Soon
enough my rapid eyes landed on sight of
some beautiful animals. One of them
happened to be the most beautiful deer I
had ever seen in my whole life! Its
muscular body allocated perfectly with its
bold soul.
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The deer’s eyes brightly shimmered in the
silky waves of clouds but what amazed me
was its body! The soft dot pattern made
me feel creative and calm! The deer
followed by a group of fireflies bobbing
around with lights as bright as the molten
sun! I eventually got up onto my knobby
knees and glanced through the rusty
binoculars that I had brought with me. As I
looked glanced afar, I found one of the
most amazing things that I have ever
seen… it was a gift, but not just any gift. It
was a gift from nature. You might be
wondering what it was, well it was life! A
life of beauty, a life of adventure but most
importantly a connection with blissful life.
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Do you know?

Vishnu Pratim Goswami

Assam Tea
Assam tea is indigenous to the tea estates of Assam in North-eastern India. Assam is
currently the world’s largest tea-growing region in terms of production. Moreover, this region
has become famous for producing distinctly signature malty black tea leaves.
The Tea Centre in Australia, is proud to supply Australia with some of the finest single-origin
Assam loose leaves as well as breakfast blends and black fusions featuring Assam tea. The
partnership between tea and the city of Assam in North-eastern India is steep in history and
tradition. Such history is particularly apparent in our single-origin teas that come from the
age-old Dimakusi, Joonktollee, Rani, and Dhelakhat tea estates.
The History of Assam Tea:
The tea plant (camellia sinensis) has grown wild in the Assam region for the past millennia
and predates the British colonisation of India. It was first brought to the attention of the
West, however, when Scottish explorer Robert Bruce stumbled upon the plant while
surveying the region’s mountainous alps back in 1823. He marvelled at the leaves and their
rich colour, tart flavour, and malty tasting notes that were so unlike the previously known
Chinese black teas. Eventually, Robert’s brother sent the leaves to Calcutta for examination
where they were declared an official black tea variety. The rest, as they say, is history.
The Health Benefits of Assam Tea:
This rich black tea variety boasts around 80mg of caffeine in every 250ml cup, which is why
Assam leaves are a popular choice for breakfast blends. Such healthy doses of caffeine
also make Assam tea a great alternative to coffee when you’re in need of an energy boost.
Beyond the tea’s smooth buttery aftertaste, Assam leaves also come packed with nutrients,
antioxidants, and phenolic compounds that contribute to one’s overall wellbeing.
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(Creative mind)
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Clay craft: Some beautiful clay crafted models presented by Kabita Baruah, which
represents various integral monuments of Assamese culture. In each of these clay models,
she very carefully depicted all the details, which is incredible.
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Rare Animals found in Assam
Rufous-necked Hornbill - A species of Hornbill generally found in North-Eastern India. They
have become endangered as their numbers are gradually decreasing around 10000 distributed
over entire North-East India. Best Place to see them-Manas National Park, Assam and
Namdapha National Park, Arunachal Pradesh.
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Executive Committee of Assamese Association of Australia (ACT &
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For more details visit https://www.assaminaustralia.org.au/ AAA
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